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QUARTZ SINGING BOWLS

CRYSTAL QUARTZ MUSICAL BOWLS OR CHAKRA QUARTZ SINGING BOWLS
We are the stockist & suppliers of Quartz Musical Bowl. Musical 

Bowls made of pure crystal quartz and also available with 

different designs and models. The sound affects brain wave 

activity, one can travel into an altered state of consciousness, it is 

probably that, they release different hormones and neuro-

chemicals which can suppress pain, strengthen will power in 

one's creative talents and overcome addictions. Quartz Crystal 

music holds the vibration of white light, which ultimately 

refracts into the rainbow and acts directly on chakras when 

played. It has the power to bring about a positive shift in our 

consciousness, and as our awareness expands, we grow in our 

physical form.

Discover the magic of " Singing" Crystal Bowls. 

Use them to enhance your energy..... 

Use them innovative ways.....

Meditation  Healing  Entertainment Cleansing| |  |  

|  |  | Pets & Children Energy Work (Reiki, Healing Touch etc..)

Message Therapy Traditional Ceremonies Church Services |  | 

Singing bowls were historically made throughout Asia. Today 

they are made in Nepal, India, Japan, China and Korea. The 

best known types are from the Himalayan region and are 

sometimes referred to as Himalayan Singing Bowls.

FEATURES

Our Crystal Singing Bowls are manufactured from 99.99% pure 
quartz crystal, and are the finest, pristine, crystal singing bowls. 
The crushed quartz is heated to at least 1100 degrees in the 
manufacturing. Then, they are tested to determine the musical 
note. Although the larger bowls have a deeper, lower octave, 
tone, it is not the size that determines the 'note' of the bowl. 

The bowls are associated with the musical scale, starting with C, 
then D, E, F, G, A and B. These notes are in turn associated with 
the Seven Chakras of the Human System.

APPLICATION: Sound therapy and meditation

HEALING: Chakra aligning and total cleansing

Transmitting energies, Energizing the Physical and Energetic 

Bodies

Fengshui

SUITE CROWDS

Sound Therapists, Massage Practitioners, Medical Doctors, 

Chiropractors, Reiki Practitioners, Musicians, Singers, Voice 

Coaches, Meditation Teachers and Energy Workers choose our 

bowls when they want the best sound quality, resonance and 

customer service for their practices, clients and own 

reputations.

SINGING BOWL ACCESSORIES

Rubber O - Ring

Rubber stick or Suede singing bowl mallet.

v The Purest Quartz Crystal 99.99% 
v Each size have all tune CDEFGAB
v Strong & long sound 



CLEAR COLORED QUARTZ BOWLS
Size: 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10 inches

CLEAR TRANSPARENT  BOWLS

COLORED SINGING  BOWLS
Size: 6 to 16 inches (except 15")

QUARTZ SINGING BOWLS


